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The association

Marie Curie
1867‐1934
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Significant scientific advances by women
Emilie du Chatelet (1706‐1749)

studying mathematics and physics, translated Newton‘S
Principia – still used today

Caroline Herschel (1750‐1848)

disovered 8 comets, compiled catalogue of nebulas; 1st British
woman to get paid for science

Mary Anning (1799‐1847)

Palentologist, collected and described hundreds of fossils

Mary Somerville (1780‐1872)

studies in math and science, magnetism, member of Royal
Astronomical society

Maria Mitchell (1818‐1889)

Astronomy, 1st woman of American Acad. Of Arts & Sci.

Lise Meitner (1878‐1968)

Studied radioactivity, close work with Ottto Hahn, calculated
the energy released in the reaction and named the
phenomenon “nuclear fission.‐Hahn received Nobelprize

Irene Curie‐Joliot (1897‐1956)

MC’s Daughter, structure on atom, Nobelprize in Chemistry
1935, like mother‐leukemia caused‐death by radioactivity

Barbara McClintock (1902‐1992)

Advances in genetics

Dorothy Hodgkin (1910‐1994)

determined the X‐ray structures of penicillin, vitamin B12 and
insulin

Rosalind Franklin (1920‐1958)

made X‐ray images of DNA‐showed it to J. Watson who
published structure finding in Nature;Nobel P 1962 –w/o
Franklin

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science‐nature/ten‐historic‐female‐scientists‐you‐should‐know‐84028788/

Barabara McClintock
• Observed the pattern of coloration of
maize kernels over generations of plants
• Genes could move within and between
chromosomes
• Finding didn’t fit conventional thinking
of genetics at the time – finding were
ignored
• Early1980s : jumping genes were found
in microorganisms, infects, human
• McClintock receive Lasker Prize in 1981
and Nobel Prize in 1983
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Human Sex Ratio (101 M to 100 F)

Blue: F > M
Green: M=F
Red: M > F

Gender Imbalance /Gender gap
• Disparity between males
and females in a population
• Certain underlying
processes contribute or
cause an unequal effect to
woman or men

Gender Discrimination
• Existing prejudice based on a
person’s sex (Sexism)
• Can affect either gender but
it particularly documented as
affecting women and girls

Both types of effects on gender present in science; they affect each other
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http://www.catalyst.org/knowledge/women‐academia
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Low paid job ‐ gender correlation?

https://www.boeckler.de/wsimit_2011_10_george.pdf

Part‐time jobs are less well paid

Oct.19th, 2017

“Young people, and particularly young women, are getting stuck
on low pay and have little hope of finding a way out... be
especially hard for young mums…low pay means an hour's
childcare can cost more than an hour's wages.”
• Who makes those social rules? Who lets this happen? ‐ State
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Who is the state?
• German Home Secretary meeting – December
8th, 2017 – group picture

Replace Home secretary with Dean of German Medical School

Reasons lie deeper than in science
• Patriarchy
• Cultural preferences for male heirs
• Access to power is often limited for women
= cultivated, inherited patriarchy
General injustice towards women in today’s
society
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Why are there (longer) lines only
outside women’s bathrooms ?

Rooms accommodate more occupants

need to undress
‐‐ > more time necessary

• Pictures we impose on
young children,
expections we have
• Feeding aspirations
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Girl’s and Boy’s Days

Measures against
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Talk about general injustice
Lived equality from the start
Better support for single parents
Equal and free access to educational resources
Close career gaps due to childbirth
Secure spots for woman in decision making
panels
No toleration everyday sexism
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Gender imbalance Scientific Research
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But differences in male or females –
it’s complicated
• Estrogen and testosterone receptors throughout
the human body

• Males are more likely to be diagnosed with
autism, attention deficit disorder and Parkinson’s
disease, for instance.
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Is there such a thing as gender
descrimination against men?

•
•
•

•

•

•

Girls hit puberty earlier
Premenstrual problems
Pregnancy (unwanted,
lack of social support,
infertility, relationship
problems)
Postpartum depression
(low self‐esteem, anxiety,
sleep problems, inability
to care, problems daily
functioning, change of
social circle)
Life circumstances and
culture (status, work
overload, sexual abuse)
Menopause (weight gain,
low selfesteem, anxiety,
poor sleep, stressful life
events)
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Suicide completers
Compared to
women, twice
as many men
commit suicide
Male

Female
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gender_differences_in_suicide

Media portrait of male suicide

https://afsp.org/about‐suicide/suicide‐statistics/
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• In the Chicago heat wave of
Summer 1995, 739 people died;
majority poor, old people who
lived alone
• Census: twice as many old
females lived alone in Chicago at
the time
• Male victims of the heat wave
outnumbered female by factor 2
https://hazlitt.net/longreads/legion‐lonely
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